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PRESS RELEASE 
The ALEXI FREEMAN AW10 Flapper collection will be available in store in March 
2010, from selected boutiques in Australia, New Zealand and Russia and is available 
for editorial requests on an ongoing basis.

Featuring signature AF detailing; a monochromatic palette, optical construction 
techniques, geometric textile motifs, sophisticated tailoring and athletic functionality 
AW10 also sees the introduction of holographic adornment, voluminous dimensions, 
enchanting teal highlights and metallic hues. 

AF’s AW10 Flapper print motif evokes a double take response. At a glance you could  
be forgiven for mistaking the fabrics as Herringbone or Houndstooth, but in signature 
AF style the classic has been hijacked and reinterpreted through the meticulous 
reworking of the Flapper motif. Originally hailing from the ALEXI FREEMAN AW07 
Monochrome collection the iconic silk jersey Flapper print motif has been explored 
in numerous AF collections and collaborations in a deliberately self-referential 
fashion. AW10 sees the Flapper motif arrive as the undisputed hero as for AW10  
the motif is scaled down to a fraction of it’s original size and repeated on mass  
in a geometric yardage print that run’s throughout the collection. 

The AW10 collection is told in stories that build in momentum as it progresses. 
It caps off with basic but eye catching foil print t-shirts, followed by luxurious 
basics realised predominantly in merino wool jersey with paneled mesh detailing.  
The pace quickens with the introduction of metallic teal print on the exterior 
of the merino wool jersey pieces and the interior of the tuxedo tailored suiting. 
The teal highlight colour then finds it’s time to shine in the form of the mercurial 
silk satin styles further accentuated by knock-your-socks-off holographic lycra. 
Not for the faint hearted the final climax comes in the form of a black and white 
phantasmagoria of print on print mayhem both inside and out. Not a layer is left 
unadorned as ensembles of felted wool cashmere, merino wool jersey and nylon 
lycra envelop the body in motif. As a final endnote to the collection, AF AW10 
celebrates from whence it came with the inclusion of the original Flapper dress.

Without blatantly seeking to be avant-garde AF ambitions a valuable contribution 
to the vernacular of fashion that is paced and considered with time and longevity 
in mind. The label produces beautifully made pieces that communicate to a broad 
spectrum of women, proven by the diverse selection of private, corporate and 
industry clients, ranging in age from 16 – 60 years from Hobart to Moscow. 

AW10 melds the sophisticated with the sporty, seamlessly combining these 
seemingly disparate elements to create a thoroughly wearable collection that 
isn’t constrained by seasonal trends. Instead Freeman references prosaic 
fashion territories as a departure point to create his casual yet sexy and instantly 
recognisable ALEXI FREEMAN signature style.
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Mini Flapper T
STYLE #: AFAW1001
RRP: $89
FABRIC: cotton 
COLOUR: black/silver 
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Mini Flapper T
STYLE #: AFAW1002
RRP: $89
FABRIC: cotton 
COLOUR: black/teal 
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Mini Flapper T
STYLE #: AFAW1003
RRP: $89
FABRIC: cotton 
COLOUR: black/gold
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Mini Flapper T
STYLE #: AFAW1004
RRP: $89
FABRIC: cotton 
COLOUR: black/black 
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Mini Flapper T
STYLE #: AFAW1005
RRP: $89
FABRIC: cotton 
COLOUR: cream/gold
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Mini Flapper T
STYLE #: AFAW1006
RRP: $89
FABRIC: cotton 
COLOUR: cream/black
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Mini Flapper T
STYLE #: AFAW1004
RRP: $89
FABRIC: cotton 
COLOUR: cream/silver
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Tuxedo Blazer
STYLE #: AFAW1011
RRP: $495
OUTER: superfine merino  
wool suiting  
LINING: black/teal yardage print
DETAILING: black polyester satin

Mini Flapper Scarf
STYLE #: AFAW1012
RRP: $89
FABRIC: merino wool  
COLOUR: black/teal print

 

Mini Flapper Leggings
STYLE #: AFAW1013
RRP: $149
FABRIC: nylon lycra
COLOUR: black/teal print 
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Mini Flapper Bat Wing Sweater
STYLE #: AFAW1014
RRP: $299
FABRIC: merino wool,  
polyester mesh 
COLOUR: black/teal print
 

Mini Flapper Scarf
STYLE #: AFAW1012
RRP: $89
FABRIC: merino wool  
COLOUR: black/teal print

Mini Flapper Leggings
STYLE #: AFAW1013
RRP: $149
FABRIC: nylon lycra
COLOUR: black/teal print 
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Merino Scarf
STYLE #: AFAW1017
RRP: $89
FABRIC: merino wool 
COLOUR: black or ivory
 

Mini Flapper Singlet
STYLE #: AFAW1015
RRP: $165
FABRIC: merino wool,  
polyester mesh  
COLOUR: black/teal print

Mini Flapper Ballet Skirt
STYLE #: AFAW1016
RRP: $220
FABRIC: merino wool 
COLOUR: black/teal  
or white/black
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Oiled Cotton Trench
STYLE #: AFAW1018
RRP: $795
OUTER: waterproof oiled cotton
LINING: black acetate/teal print 
COLOUR: black

 

Mini Flapper Singlet
STYLE #: AFAW1015
RRP: $165
FABRIC: merino wool,  
polyester mesh  
COLOUR: black/teal print
 

Mini Flapper Ballet Skirt
STYLE #: AFAW1016
RRP: $220
FABRIC: merino wool 
COLOUR: black/teal  
or white/black
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Mini Flapper Bat Wing Dress
STYLE #: AFAW1019
RRP: $399
FABRIC: merino wool,  
polyester mesh 
COLOUR: black/teal print

Holographic Leggings
STYLE #: AFAW1020
RRP: $199
FABRIC: nylon lycra
COLOUR: teal  

 

Infinity Necklace
STYLE #: AFAW1021
RRP: $299
MATERIAL: sterling silver
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Infinity Necklace
STYLE #: AFAW1021
RRP: $299
MATERIAL: sterling silver

 

Mini Flapper Bat Wing Dress
STYLE #: AFAW1019
RRP: $399
FABRIC: merino wool,  
polyester mesh 
COLOUR: black/teal print
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Holographic Leggings
STYLE #: AFAW1020
RRP: $199
FABRIC: nylon lycra
COLOUR: teal  

 

Pleated Trench
STYLE #: AFAW1022
RRP: $895
OUTER: superfine merino wool
LINING: black acetate/teal print
DETAILING: black polyester satin 
COLOUR: black
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Infinity Ring
STYLE #: AFAW1023
RRP: $99 
MATERIAL: sterling silver

Pleated Trench
STYLE #: AFAW1022
RRP: $895
OUTER: superfine merino wool
LINING: black acetate/teal print 
DETAILING: black polyester satin
COLOUR: black
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Mini Flapper Leggings
STYLE #: AFAW1013
RRP: $149
FABRIC: nylon lycra
COLOUR: black/teal print 

Pussy Bow Dress
STYLE #: AFAW1024
RRP: $595
FABRIC: silk satin, cotton mesh
COLOUR: teal, black, ivory 

Studded Belt
STYLE #: AFAW1025
RRP: $49
FABRIC: oil cotton
COLOUR: blackv 
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Pussy Bow Blouse
STYLE #: AFAW1026
RRP: $399.00
FABRIC: silk satin, polyester/
cotton mesh
COLOUR: teal

Tuxedo Skirt
STYLE #: AFAW1027
RRP: $299
OUTER: superfine merino wool
LINING: black acetate/teal print
DETAILING: black polyester satin
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Holographic Mesh Party Dress
STYLE #: AFAW1028
RRP: $345
FABRIC: nylon lycra/ 
polyester mesh
COLOUR: teal/black

Holographic Mesh Leggings
STYLE #: AFAW1029
RRP: $220
FABRIC: nylon lycra/ 
polyester mesh
COLOUR: teal/black
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Mini Flapper Clutch
STYLE #: AFAW1030
RRP: $120
OUTER: leather
LINING: acetate
COLOUR: white/black print

Mini Flapper Trench
STYLE #: AFAW1031
RRP: $1200
OUTER: wool/cashmere
LINING: acetate
COLOUR: cream/black print
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Mini Flapper Trench
STYLE #: AFAW1031
RRP: $1200
OUTER: wool/cashmere
LINING: acetate
COLOUR: cream/black print

Mini Flapper Bat Wing Dress
STYLE #: AFAW1032
RRP: $399
FABRIC: merino wool,  
polyester mesh 
COLOUR: ivory/black print

Mini Flapper Leggings
STYLE #: AFAW1033
RRP: $149
FABRIC: nylon lycra
COLOUR: ivory/black print
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Mini Flapper Bat Wing Dress
STYLE #: AFAW1032
RRP: $399
FABRIC: merino wool,  
polyester mesh 
COLOUR: ivory/black print

Panelled Leggings
STYLE #: AFAW1034
RRP: $149
FABRIC: cotton lycra,  
polyester mesh  
COLOUR: ivory

Mini Flapper Scarf
STYLE #: AFAW1053
RRP: $89
FABRIC: merino wool  
COLOUR: ivory/black print
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Mini Flapper Bat Wing Sweater
STYLE #: AFAW1035
RRP: $299
FABRIC: merino wool/ 
polyester mesh 
COLOUR: black/teal print

Mini Flapper Leggings
STYLE #: AFAW1033
RRP: $149
FABRIC: nylon lycra
COLOUR: ivory/black print

Mini Flapper Ballet Skirt
STYLE #: AFAW1036
RRP: $245
FABRIC: merino wool/ 
polyester mesh 
COLOUR:ivory/black
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Mini Flapper Blazer
STYLE #: AFAW1037
RRP: $550
OUTER: wool/cashmere
LINING: acetate
COLOUR: cream/black print

Mini Flapper Pencil Skirt
STYLE #: AFAW1038
RRP: $395
OUTER: wool/cashmere
LINING: acetate
COLOUR: cream/black print

Mini Flapper Singlet
STYLE #: AFAW1039
RRP: $165
FABRIC: merino wool,  
polyester mesh  
COLOUR: ivory/black print
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Panelled Scarf
STYLE #: AFAW1009
RRP: $99
FABRIC: merino wool,  
polyester mesh  
COLOUR: black, ivory

Panelled Leggings
STYLE #: AFAW1010
RRP: $149
FABRIC: cotton lycra,  
polyester mesh  
COLOUR: black, ivory

Singlet Dress
STYLE #: AFAW1008
RRP: $220
FABRIC: merino wool,  
polyester mesh  
COLOUR: black, ivory
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Mesh Bat Wing Dress
STYLE #: AFAW1040
RRP: $345
FABRIC: polyester  mesh
COLOUR: black, ivory, teal

Singlet Dress
STYLE #: AFAW1008
RRP: $220
FABRIC: merino wool,  
polyester mesh  
COLOUR: black, ivory

Panelled Leggings
STYLE #: AFAW1010
RRP: $149
FABRIC: cotton lycra,  
polyester mesh  
COLOUR: black, ivory
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Bat Wing Sweater
STYLE #: AFAW1043
RRP: $245
FABRIC: merino wool,  
polyester mesh 
COLOUR: black, ivory

Tuxedo Culottes
STYLE #: AFAW1044
RRP: $395
OUTER: superfine merino wool
DETAILING: black polyester satin

Infinity Necklace
STYLE #: AFAW1021
RRP: $299
MATERIAL: sterling silver
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Merino & Mesh Dress
STYLE #: AFAW1045
RRP: $297
FABRIC: merino wool, polyester 
mesh 
COLOUR: black, ivory

Panelled Scarf
STYLE #: AFAW1009
RRP: $99
FABRIC: merino wool,  
polyester mesh  
COLOUR: black, ivory

Panelled Leggings
STYLE #: AFAW1010
RRP: $149
FABRIC: cotton lycra,  
polyester mesh  
COLOUR: black, ivory
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Mesh Leggings
STYLE #: AFAW10048
RRP: $99
FABRIC: polyester mesh  
COLOUR: black, teal, ivory

Merino & Mesh Singlet
STYLE #: AFAW1046
RRP: $154
FABRIC: merino wool,  
polyester mesh 
COLOUR: black, ivory 

Silk  & Mesh Skirt
STYLE #: AFAW1047
RRP: $345
FABRIC: silk satin,  
polyester mesh 
COLOUR: black, teal, ivory 
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Bat Wing Dress
STYLE #: AFAW1041
RRP: $345
FABRIC: merino wool, polyester 
mesh 
COLOUR: ivory/black print

Panelled Scarf
STYLE #: AFAW1009
RRP: $99
FABRIC: merino wool,  
polyester mesh  
COLOUR: black, ivory

Flapper Leggings
STYLE #: AFAW1042
RRP: $198
FABRIC: cotton lycra
COLOUR: ivory/black print
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Flapper Leggings
STYLE #: AFAW1042
RRP: $198
FABRIC: cotton lycra
COLOUR: ivory/black print,  
black/teal 

Merino & Mesh T-shirt
STYLE #: AFAW1049
RRP: $154
FABRIC: merino wool,  
polyester mesh 
COLOUR: black, ivory
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Op Art Coat
STYLE #: AFAW1050
RRP: $1200
OUTER: wool/cashmere
LINING: acetate
COLOUR: cream/black print

Flapper Leggings
STYLE #: AFAW1042
RRP: $198
FABRIC: cotton lycra
COLOUR: ivory/black print,  
black/teal 
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Flapper Leggings
STYLE #: AFAW1042
RRP: $198
FABRIC: cotton lycra
COLOUR: ivory/black print,  
black/teal 

Op Art Raincoat
STYLE #: AFAW1051
RRP: $850
FABRIC: nylon
BINDING: acetate
COLOUR: white/black, black/teal
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Tuxedo Blazer
STYLE #: AFAW1011
RRP: $495
OUTER: superfine merino  
wool suiting  
LINING: black/teal yardage print
DETAILING: black polyester satin

Flapper Dress
STYLE #: AFAW1052
RRP: $495
FABRIC: silk jersey 

Flapper Leggings
STYLE #: AFAW1042
RRP: $198
FABRIC: cotton lycra
COLOUR: ivory/black print,  
black/teal
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LABEL PROFILE
 
ALEXI FREEMAN is a Melbourne-based fashion designer whose collections for 
women are manufactured locally incorporating elements of hand drawn & printed 
textiles worked into drape juxtaposed with tailoring. 

Since beginning his odyssey from fine artist to fashion designer late last century, 
Freeman’s professional experiences have taken him from the Diemen Isle to the 
Bronx and back again. It is this bricolage of experiences that planted the seeds  
of his fascination and seemingly inevitable decision to push all other interests  
aside to marry himself, irrevocably, to the continuation and indeed innovation  
of contemporary fashion. 

Formally trained in Fine Art, majoring in printmaking and sculpture between 1996-2004  
Freeman’s practice heavily referenced fashion concepts and aesthetics, producing  
limited edition prints and garments during this period. With this wealth of professional 
creative experience under his belt, the metamorphosis from Fine Art to ready-to-wear 
was a natural progression for Freeman’s creative vision resulting in the genesis  
of the ALEXI FREEMAN brand in 2006. 

Freeman’s unorthodox approach to fashion maintains the essence of the vernacular 
he developed as an artist. Drypoint etching techniques are utilised in the design 
and production of textile prints. Illustrations dating back to Freeman’s Fine Art 
practice are reinvigorated on an ongoing basis influencing garment, styling, hair 
and make up concepts in his collections. Pattern and motif are informed by his 
cultural heritage as an extension of explorations begun as an artist. An un-inhibited 
approach to construction is embraced, resulting at times in painstakingly labour 
intensive garments that not only reference the impossibility of the artists hand but 
simultaneously pursue a level of workmanship and attention to detail synonymous 
with high fashion. 

Freeman’s raison d’être is to lure fashion into bed with art, catalyse the rise of 
understated avant-garde and popularise the notion of urban couture, all the while 
empowering and paying homage to the modern woman, in all her incarnations. 

ALEXI FREEMAN garments are dyed, printed, cut and sewn in Australia, produced 
with Australian textiles and yarns wherever possible, and ethical working conditions 
and issues such as design longevity and sustainability lie at the heart of the ALEXI 
FREEMAN label. 

Recently named by Jan Breen Burns in The Age as ‘the next big thing’ and ‘ready  
to explode’, a top ten finalist in the 2009 SOYA Fashion Awards and having entered  
the European market for the first time with his SS0910 collection, the ALEXI FREEMAN 
label is a brand on the rise. 

“The ALEXI FREEMAN label explores directional elegance for women who are 
enamored by the past, but lust after the future. It’s versatile clothing for the modern 
age, where comfort is everything but if it doesn’t make you feel sexy, then why even 
bother?  It’s a sporty take on film noir, for an old fashioned girl who has just seen 
colour for the first time and still has stars in her eyes...”



www.alexifreeman.com 

Art Direction: Platform5 
Photography: Marnie Haddad 
Model: Lani Sommer - Vivien's Models 
Make Up: Nadja Mott  
Hair: Anna Ntalianis for Paul Mitchell 
Stylist: Sarah Banger 
Stylist’s Assistant: Charlotte Webb 
Shoes: Wittner (black and cream)

Contact/sales:  
alexi@alexifreeman.com 
www.alexifreeman.com  
66 B Johnston St Collingwood 
Melbourne Victoria 3066 Australia 
+ 61 (0) 413 355 290

Press enquiries:  
susie@prdarling.com.au 
+61 (0)3 9428 8864


